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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 134 pages. Dimensions: 10.0in. x 8.0in. x 0.3in.H. Rider Haggard, 1856 1925) was an English
writer, largely of adventure fiction, but also of non-fiction. The eighth child of a Norfolk barrister and
squire, through family connections he gained employment with Sir Henry Bulwer during the latters
service as lieutenant-governor of Natal, South Africa. Rider Haggard travelled to southern Africa in
1875 and remained in the country for six years, during which time he served as Master of the High
Court of the Transvaal and an adjutant of the Pretoria HorseKing Solomons Mines (1885) is a popular
novel by the Victorian adventure writer and fabulist Sir H. Rider Haggard. It tells of a search of an
unexplored region of Africa by a group of adventurers led by Allan Quatermain for the missing
brother of one of the party. It is the first English adventure novel set in Africa, and is considered to
be the genesis of the Lost World literary genre The book was first published in September 1885
amid considerable fanfare, with billboards and posters around London announcing The Most
Amazing Book Ever Written. It became an...
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Reviews
Definitely among the best publication We have possibly read through. I really could comprehended everything using this published e ebook. Its been
written in an exceedingly straightforward way and it is simply a er i finished reading through this ebook through which basically altered me, change the
way i believe.
-- Mr. Malachi Block
I just started o reading this article pdf. Yes, it can be engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I am e ortlessly can get a satisfaction
of reading a written publication.
-- Peyton Renner IV
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